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In 2010 the Kerr Center received a Specialty Crop Grant from the USDA Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS),
through the State of Oklahoma, for a three-year project investigating and demonstrating small-scale heirloom
sweet potato growing.

Introduction

M

arket gardeners are often caught in a technological doughnut hole. They cannot justify purchasing
large-scale equipment for small operations, but farm enough land and crops to merit tools and
techniques that ease aching backs and the strain on their pocketbooks.
In 2010, the Kerr Center received a Federal Specialty Crops grant through the State of Oklahoma to
investigate small-scale technologies and techniques that might benefit gardeners and small market
growers. All of the grant work was done on the Kerr Center Ranch, at Poteau, on our certified organic
demonstration site—the Cannon Horticulture Plots. Here we present a brief overview of our findings
and observations.

Heirloom Varieties

Market gardeners, who sell locally in or near urban areas, often have an edge in tapping into new food
trends and movements. This includes the growing interest in healthy foods and in the novel flavors,
shapes and colors that heirloom fruit and vegetable varieties offer.
Sweet potatoes do well on both of these counts. They are recognized as a “perfect food” for the health-conscious and, thanks to some dedicated conservators, we have access to a great number of heritage cultivars.
One of those conservators, Gary Schaum, of Duck Creek Farms, is located in Eastern Oklahoma. Gary
worked closely with us, providing a diverse selection of varieties for performance trials.

Heirloom Sweet Potato Trials
We held three seasons of heirloom cultivar trials at the Kerr Center and have published the results.
You can access this information electronically at the Kerr Center website
www.kerrcenter.com, or request print copies by contacting:
Kerr Center for Sustainable Agriculture, P.O. Box 588, Poteau, OK 74953, tel: 1-918-647-9123.

Heirloom Sweet Potato Varieties:
A Preliminary Look in 2010

Kerr Center’s 2011
Sweet Potato Variety Trial

Kerr Center’s 2012
Sweet Potato Variety Trial

www.kerrcenter.com/publications/
sweet_potato_2010.pdf

www.kerrcenter.com/publications/
Sweet%20Potato-VarietyReport-2012.pdf

www.kerrcenter.com/publications/
sweet-potato-report-2013.pdf
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Growing Planting Slips

A

s an alternative to buying new planting
stock each year, growers can opt to grow
their own “slips” from healthy roots they stored
over the winter. (Slips are plantlets that sprout
from sweet potato roots, which are pulled free
and used as planting stock.) The process is
simple and straight-forward.

Thus prepared, the totes were placed in the green
house and the soil kept moist. Emerging slips
were plucked as they emerged. The hardware
cloth prevented pulling the roots out of the soil
during plucking. We harvested two-to-three
generous harvests before the growth started to
lag (Figure 2).

Extension publications such as Oklahoma State’s
Sweet Potato Production (publication HLA-6022)
are excellent guides, replete with necessary
details and options for growing slips. It points
out that growers in the southern-most states can
start slips out-of-doors in the soil. Oklahoma and
Arkansas growers, however, have too short a growing season and must use other means involving
season extension and supplemental heat to grow
slips. In our case we used our existing green house.
We purchased a couple of 20-gallon totes, drilled
drain holes in the bottoms, and filled them onethird-to-one-half-way with good potting soil.
Healthy roots were crowded onto the soil, but
spaced so that they did not touch, then more soil
was added to barely cover the roots. Hardware
cloth or chicken wire was spread across the covered roots, and one-to-two more inches of potting
soil were added. (Figure 1.)

FIGURE 1: A cross-section of a 20-gallon tote used to grow
sweet potato slips.
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FIGURE 2: Slip production of Oklahoma Heirloom in the Kerr
Center greenhouse.

Note that not all varieties readily produce slips.
Some are “slip-shy.” Oklahoma Heirloom, for
example, yields slips quickly and in abundance;
Okinawa Purple does not.

Building Planting Ridges

W

e found several advantages to growing
sweet potatoes on planting ridges as
opposed to flat-planting, especially in wet years
when water-logging and diseases might become
an issue. Ridges also made harvesting easier.
Small-scale growers lacking access to tractors
with middle-busters or hillers, can make planting
ridges using hiller/furrower attachments on their
rototillers or walk-behind tractors. Our BCS®
tractor has such an attachment, shown in Figure 3.

If you do not have either tractor or rototiller
implements to use, we found that a wheel hoes,
with the proper implements, can make modestbut-adequate ridges. The Hoss® Wheel Hoe, for
example, has a hiller/furrower attachment that
does a suitable job. (See Figures 5, 6 and 7.)

FIGURE 5: A Hoss® Wheelhoe with hiller/furrower attachment.
Photo shows the implement in the furrower or middlebuster
configuration.
FIGURE 3: Rear-view of adjustable hiller/furrower attachment for
the BCS® rototiller.

It readily builds robust ridges that are excellent
for sweet potatoes. (Figure 4.)

FIGURE 6: The hiller/furrower implement is here shown in the
hiller configuration, which is accomplished by swapping the
shovels left-to-right. Set in this manner, a wheelhoe can be used
to build modest-but-adequate planting ridges.
FIGURE 4: Program Manager George Kuepper prepares planting
ridges using a BCS® tiller with hiller/furrower attachment.
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While these ridges are much smaller than those
created with a rototiller or tractor, they proved
adequate for growing sweet potatoes in our
2012 trial (Figure 8).

FIGURE 7: Hoss® hiller/furrower shovels mounted on an old
Jupiter® wheelhoe, here shown building planting ridges.

FIGURE 8: Kerr Center’s 2012 heirloom variety trial, established on shallow ridges built using a wheelhoe.
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Transplanting

S

weet potato slips are hardy. Some growers
simply drop them on the ground and push
the rooting end into the soil with a stick. Methods
such as this eliminate stooping. We experimented
with two commercial hand-held transplanters
that can be used for establishing other crops as
well as sweet potatoes.
The Stand ‘n Plant® transplanter (Figure 9) is a
well-constructed tool that does a very good job.
Using a belt-pouch or pocket to carry slips, one
person can do the transplanting task alone, without stooping.

FIGURE 9: George holds a Stand ‘n Plant® transplanter.

It’s easy to use: Push the transplanter into the soil,
pull the trigger to open the bottom of the chute,
drop a slip into the chute, remove the transplanter
and cover the rooted end with a sweep of the foot.
One downside of the Stand ‘n Plant® might be the
trigger action that opens the bottom of the chute.
Growers with weak or arthritic hands may find
this motion difficult to do for an extended period.

The Hatfield® transplanter (Figure 10) is also
well-designed and constructed. However, it is
clearly better-suited to two-person operation—
one person handling the transplanter; one dropping
the slips into the chute and covering the roots.
A person might use this transplanter solo, but it
would be somewhat clumsy. A nice feature of
the Hatfield® is a step-plate which ensures good
planting depth when the soil is not loose.

FIGURE 10: George and student intern Katie Kilpatrick use a
Hatfield® transplanter to establish the 2012 variety trial.

There are currently three models available, with
different-sized chutes. We chose the largest size
to avoid “catching” slips part-way down the
chute. The Hatfield® transplanter is a bit more
expensive than the Stand ‘n Plant®, but both
units do work well.
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Weed Management

D

espite beginning in a bermudagrass pasture,
and retaining it in our field borders, it is not
a production problem, and weed pressure, generally, at the Cannon Site is quite low. This is due to
the integration of several organic control techniques,
beginning with the overall design of our organic
system—one that stresses crop rotation and the
creative use of cover crops to smother weeds.

Rotation & Cover Crops
Our rotation plan is detailed in Figure 11. We
treat sweet potatoes as one of our early-vegetables, and schedule them into that part of the rotation. Note that we dedicate 50% of our crop land
each year to “green fallow.”
Green fallow is a term for year-round cover crops.
To clarify, we follow a winter cover crop with a
season-long summer cover crop(s), before returning to a winter cover crop in fall. Green fallow
plantings provide multiple benefits to our overall
system, but the most indispensable is weed management—especially bermudagrass control.
Bermudagrass cannot tolerate shade. Therefore,

FIGURE 12: Student intern Seth Stallings stands in a field of
sorghum–sudangrass about July 1st. With limited moisture
sorghum-sudan will re-grow, after mowing or grazing, to a
comparable height by mid-to-late-August.

we purposely choose tall, dense-growing,
drought-tolerant summer cover crops, such as
sudangrass or sorghum-sudangrass (Figure 12),
to shade it out.
This virtually eliminates bermudagrass from the field, with the
sole exception of perimeter edges.
Bermudagrass will try to re-establish itself from the perimeter, but
returning to green fallow every
other year forces it back to the
field-edges. As a bonus, we find
that green fallow also suppresses
many other summer weeds, keeping their populations low.

FIGURE 11
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Drip Irrigation
Drip irrigation, using T-tape, is far more waterconserving than sprinklers. Drip irrigation also
aids weed control during dry periods by encouraging rapid crop growth and not watering weeds
in the inter-row area.

Shallow Cultivation and Hoeing
While our weed pressure is very low, some individual weeds still emerge. We could choose to
ignore them as they are few, and unlikely to reduce
yield or quality. If allowed to go to seed, however,
these escapes will rebuild the soil’s weed seed bank
and hassle us in subsequent years. Therefore, we
do a limited amount of cultivation, hoeing, and
hand-pulling as a long-term preventative measure.
Our preferred cultivating tools are long-handled
stirrup hoes (Figure 13) and wheel hoes with
stirrup hoe attachments (Figure 14). These are
excellent for shallow cultivation and do not bring
new weed seeds to the surface.
Such non-motorized hand tools also allow us to
easily dodge around vines that are growing into
the inter-row area, and we can do so in a way
that is not physically taxing. In three seasons of
sweet potato trials, we have cultivated only once

FIGURE 14: Katie cultivates a crop trial using a Glaser® wheel
hoe with a stirrup hoe attachment.

each year with a wheel hoe, followed later by a
light hoeing and a bit of hand-pulling to get a few
weeds we might have been missed earlier.

Canopy Management and the Potential for
Living Mulches:

FIGURE 13: Whether attached to a standard handle, long handle
or a wheel hoe, the stirrup hoe is an excellent tool for controlling
weeds, while minimizing soil disturbance. It can be used in either
a pushing or pulling motion.

The faster that the sweet potato crop canopy
closes, the less chance that weeds will emerge and
compete with the crop. To ensure fast emergence, we attend to a number of factors including selecting healthy planting stock, ensuring
good soil fertility and condition, transplanting
carefully, providing adequate water, monitoring
pests, and avoiding mechanical damage while
weeding. We have, on occasion, sprayed organic
foliar fertilizers to further speed crop growth.
In one growing season, when soil moisture was
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adequate, we followed our cultivation regimen
by planting 2 rows of buckwheat in the middle
of the inter-rows and on the borders. The buckwheat emerged rapidly, supplanting any late
emerging weeds and protecting the soil before
the sweet potato canopy fully closed (Figure 15).

As living mulch for sweet potatoes, buckwheat
appears to be exceptionally well-suited. The seed
is relatively inexpensive and widely-available,
plants emerge quickly, flowering is abundant and
attractive to beneficial insects, and it matures and
dies before competing with the crop (Figure 16).

FIGURE 15: The inter-rows and borders of the 2012 variety trial
were planted to buckwheat as a living mulch to protect the soil,
crowd out weeds, and provide habitat for beneficial insects. The
buckwheat will not compete for water, which is provided to the
crop by drip irrigation lines (T-tape), laid in the center of each
sweet potato row.

FIGURE 16: Buckwheat matures quickly in summer heat. At the
late-flowering/seed stage shown here, it is already in decline and
will shortly be overrun by sweet potato vines, which continue
to control weeds with a dense canopy cover. While the seed set
by the buckwheat might be a possible weed problem, it has not
been so for us.

W

Harvest Methods

e found it helpful, if not necessary, to remove sweet potato vines prior to harvest.
Mowing first, with the BCS tractor worked, but
was not particularly helpful. We found it just as
easy to simply grab the vines and pull them free.
In many instances, the web of vines clung together and we were able to drag and roll “bundles”
of vines out of our way. This did little damage to
the drip tape, which we were able to recover and
reuse the following year.
We were disappointed at our attempts at smallscale mechanized harvest. Some failed completely.
The BCS-mounted root plow (Figure 17) proved
the greatest disappointment because we had high
expectations.
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FIGURE 17: The BCS-mounted root plow was not up to the task
of digging in our relatively heavy soil.

FIGURE 18: Administrative Assistant Hannah Daniels harvests sweet potatoes in a hand-dug variety trial plot.

Our 800-series tractor could not get enough traction, despite using wheel weights. If one is growing sweet potatoes on very light soils, however,
we believe results might be quite different. Our
soil is just too heavy. We also tried a tractormounted single-bottom plow, which did a fine
job of lifting the roots from the soil. However, it
damaged a lot of roots and still required much
hand-digging.
We achieved our greatest success using well-made
digging forks and elbow grease. Field experience
taught us where to place the tines to avoid damage and ease the great bulk of marketable roots
free of the soil. We did learn there is a distinct
advantage to better-made, long-handled digging
forks for reducing fatigue (Figures 18 and 19).
FIGURE 19: Program Assistant Luke Freeman digs sweet potatoes using a long-handled digging fork.
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Curing

C

uring is a process that heals root
wounds incurred during harvest.
Every root will have at least two
wounds: small ones on each end where
it was separated from the rest of the
root and/or stem. The ideal conditions
for curing are seven-to-ten days of
temperatures between 80°F and 90°F,
with a relative humidity between 85%
and 90%, and adequate ventilation.
This can be done indoors, under controlled conditions. However, we used
an old-fashioned field-curing technique
that worked quite well and was much
less expensive.
We began by selecting a mowed grassy
area and watered it deeply. We arranged
our harvest containers and baskets close
together on this spot (Figure 20).

FIGURE 20: For field-curing, generously water a grassy spot and place harvest
baskets or containers on it.

We then covered all the containers with
a plastic tarp and weighted down the
edges to prevent its blowing away, but
left gaps for ventilation (Figure 21). The
recommended seven-to-ten days was
generally adequate, though we allowed
more time when the weather was cool,
overcast, or rainy.

FIGURE 21: Cover harvest containers with a tarp. Anchor the tarp against the
wind but allow for some ventilation.
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Where We Shopped
We purchased many of our tools and supplies from local sources.
Totes, baskets, and drip irrigation supplies are available in big box
stores, coops, and at farm-and-garden suppliers.
Slips are often available at the same outlets that sell other garden transplants, though
they often sell out early. Don’t overlook local growers at farmers markets as possible
sources.

For heirloom varieties, we used Duck Creek Farms (Gary Schaum)
P.O. Box 303, Mounds, OK 74047; 1-918-827-6455; www.duckcreekfarms.com
Contact information for other suppliers is available in Kerr Center’s trial reports
listed on page one of this publication.
We purchased our BCS® tractor and implements from Cedar Farm/BCS (Jim
Shaw), 6336 S. 209 W. Ave., Sand Springs, OK 74063; 1-918-224-2566;
www.cedarfarmok.com
Hoss Wheelhoes and attachments can be purchased from Hoss Tools, Inc.
1-888-672-5536; http://hosstools.com/
Stirrup hoes are available from many sources. The ones available in many
farm-and-garden stores are short-handled and not as well-made, though they
will still work…just not as well. We purchased ours from Johnny’s Selected
Seeds, 1-877-564-6697; www.johnnyseeds.com
We also purchased our Hatfield® transplanter from Johnny’s.
The Stand ‘n Plant Seeder is sold by a company of the same name.
Call 1-724-639-3965 or visit www.standnplant.com
Long-handled digging forks may be hard to find.
We purchased ours from Peaceful Valley Farm Supply,
1-888-784-1722; www.GrowOrganic.com
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George Kuepper is Horticulture Manager at the Kerr
Center for Sustainable Agriculture. He has over 30 years
of experience with sustainable and organic agriculture.
His Kerr Center publications include Heirloom Vegetables,
Genetic Diversity, and the Pursuit of Food Security (along
with an accompanying series of reports on variety trials
of various heirloom crops);
A Brief Overview of the History and Philosophy of Organic
Agriculture; Small Scale Organics: A Guidebook for the
Non-certified Organic Grower; and Farm Made: A Guide to
On-Farm Processing for Organic Producers.

Cannon Horticulture Project
The Cannon Horticulture Project focuses on
organic system design and management and is
certified organic.
The system includes crop rotations, cover crops,
biochar, mulch and compost, foliar fertilization,
season extension, and native pollinator habitat.
Educational events such as field days and workshops, along with educational resources such as
reports and online multimedia, share the results
as widely as possible. The Kerr Center also uses
its horticulture plots as a training ground for
the next generation of farmers in the Oklahoma
Beginning Farmer and Rancher Program, and as a
demonstration of bio-extensive market gardening
techniques for organic and transitioning farmers
in the Resilient Farmer Project.
The current projects continue the Kerr Center’s
long history of work with organic production,
season extension, crops adapted to the soils and
climate of the bioregion, and crops suitable for
small acreages and direct marketing.
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Heirloom Varieties
Since 2008 the center has been conducting trials
of heirloom varieties of vegetables and sorghum.
These include tomatoes, squash, sweet potatoes,
and okra, as well as demonstration plots of flour
corn and pumpkins. Reports are available at
www.kerrcenter.com.
Heirloom varieties are what some call oldfashioned – non-hybrids. Some of these were
developed in specific geographic locations and so
are well adapted to specific climates. Sometimes
these varieties offer greater disease resistance and
sometimes better flavor. Often they come in a
greater variety of colors and shapes

